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winter sports may not be the most 
environmentally sound activities on the 
planet, but if you have to follow your 
passion for the white gold, it’s worth 
keeping your impact as low as possible. 
Here’s some inspiration on how 
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(patagonia.com), allowing customers to trace the exact impact of a 

product from design to delivery. The first regular boardsports brand to 

follow was Rip curl with the Rip curl Planet website (ripcurl.com/

planet), advising the public in detail about the ecological efforts their 

company was making. 

Transparency is something the heads behind the bluesign standard (an 

independent board of scientists, economists and industry representa-

tives) began to pursue when they launched in the late 90s. They 

recognised that companies who were trying to be more “eco” were 

often only targeting one link in a chain of production. So, by revising 

companies’ entire structures, from the origins of their raw materials to 

shipping and packaging, bluesign can check what improvements need 

to be made and how synergies with other manufacturers can be 

utilised. you’ll find the bluesign seal of approval stamped across 

Zimtstern, Billabong and North Face products, amongst others.  

But even with this standardisation, there’s still a catch to every green 

product, as it’s only really green if it’s as durable as a regular product. 

This has always been the plan of snowboarding’s eco pioneers Holden. 

“our goal is to create beautiful, timeless designs and enduring styles 

that can be worn season after season, instead of being tossed after a 

year. This is the most eco friendly way to do business,” says founder 

and pro rider Mikey Leblanc.  

As much as it pains us to admit it, snowboarding and skiing will never 

be truly environmentally friendly. But, as we know only too well, 

restraining a passion for shredding fields of fluffy pow, hitting the park 

or ripping tree runs isn’t easy. So rather than giving up your love 

forever, there are some things you can do to decrease your impact on 

mother earth, while continuing to indulge in those somewhat guilty 

pleasures.

While some outdoor companies, such as Patagonia, caught on early, the 

snowboard industry only began to acknowledge the urgency of 

sustainability five or so years ago. At least that’s when brands started 

bringing green products into their collection, often at odds with the 

toxicity of the rest of their lines. These products were proudly paraded 

about and consumers bought wholeheartedly into them, unaware of 

the complexities involved in creating genuinely sustainable products.

Fortunately things have moved on since then, and the order of the day 

is not so much about the mesh and lace but rather the essentials. 

consumers had become sceptical and the industry, at least in parts, 

began to understand that green make-believe wasn’t the answer. once 

again Patagonia paved the way with their Footprint chronicles 
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Big mountain legend Jeremy Jones completely agrees, “An eco product 

that falls apart is worse than a well-built product that will last for 

much longer but is more toxic.” Besides developing eco friendly 

outerwear with o’Neill and his own snowboard brand Jones Snow-

boards, Jeremy also founded the non-profit organisation Protect our 

Winters (PoW). While extensive environmental efforts are still rather 

rare in the snowboarding and skiing world, PoW offers brands an easy 

and convenient way to get involved – by giving a percentage of sales to 

eco charities, an opportunity Vans, Völkl, Volcom and Dragon have all 

lapped up.  

In an ideal future we’ll see consumers exercising their spending power 

to force a change towards a world where low impact manufacturing 

rules. The key towards people making these purchasing decisions is 

knowledge. A great introductory read is the ‘Cradle to Cradle’ thesis 

by chemist Michael Braungart and u.S. architect William McDonough, 

recommended by Jeremy Jones, Mr PoW himself. The essay explores 

the notion of extreme recycling. Instead of producing stuff to be used 

for a single purpose and then thrown away, everything is recreated as a 

new product, generating more value with every step. Imagine a 

snowboard with edges that are made from a disassembled chairlift and 

wood from a dismantled chalet – material isn’t just recycled and reused 

but becomes the basis for a new product. 

Another simple tactic in asserting your rights as a consumer is to start 

asking questions. Hit up the sales people, shop managers and brand 

reps and ask where a product is produced? What is it made from? What 

does the manufacturer do for the environment? only demand for 

transparency, information and greener production will kick start 

action. once informed, you can start to implement change just by 

using your brain when you buy. Because our dollars are our votes and 

one should never ever underestimate the power and influence of 

money.

This also applies for winter holidays. Support resorts that are working 

to become more environmentally friendly, it won’t only soothe your 

green conscience but will also help preserve the very base of what we 

love so much. Many Swiss resorts such as Saas Fee and Zermatt banned 

cars years ago. The Brixental in Tyrol has the first solar-powered ski 

lift in europe, Lech in the Arlberg fuels buildings with biomass, and 

Kaprun in the Kitzsteinhorn uses recycled and solar energy to fuel 

resort infrastructure. other resorts around europe organise mountain 

clean-ups at the end of a season, giving nature a chance to breathe 

again before another winter rolls. check out when and where stuff is 

happening or organise your own session at mountain-riders.org.
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eco tent with events, hang out zones and talks. Their hard work paid 

off when in 2009 they were awarded an official environmental 

certificate from the Mayor of oslo. Along the way they have affected 

others, such as the Roxy chicken Jam, which went carbon neutral last 

year. 

of course this all seems like a drop in the ocean, but at the stage we’re 

at now, every action counts. one person leads and another will follow. 

There is no time left to be stubborn, lazy or sullen just because you feel 

like you’re the only one making an effort. even if you are – you’re not 

doing it for anyone else but yourself. Because this is your world, your 

planet, your mother earth, and it’s about time you started treating it 

accordingly.

For more inspiration, check out the Story of Stuff (storyofstuff.com), 

the Story of Food (usc-canada.org/storyoffood) and the PoW website 

(protectourwinters.org)

In the wonderful circus of snowboard contests, it was not an on-

mountain but an inner-city contest that first brought sustainability 

into the picture. From its conception in 1999 the oakley Arctic 

challenge (which has a girls’ contest again this year) has focused on 

reducing waste and energy usage, recycling on site and working with 

green suppliers. efforts have included providing electric cars to 

transport riders and visitors to and from the contest site and an annual 

only demand for 
transparency will 
kick start action 
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